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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

Renal involvement in overlap syndrome

ABSTRACT
Overlap syndrome (OS) is a clinical condition that fulfils the criteria of at least two conjunctive tissue diseases 
(CTD) occurring in the same patient at the same time or at different moments and its complex clinical picture often 
makes the diagnosis difficult. 
Aim. The aim of the study was to evaluate the frequency of renal involvement in a group of patients with overlap 
syndrome, compared to single CTD. 
Methods. The observational retrospective study included 122 patients diagnosed with CTD and OS, admitted into 
Rheumatology Clinic of the Emergency County Clinical Hospital Craiova, between 2011 and 2018, with similar 
mean age for the two groups (51.41 + 10.88 yo for OS group and 50.78 + 12.65 yo for the other). 
Results. The proteinuria was significantly lower in the OS group 8% in comparison to the ones without OS (20%) 
(p = 0.044). The presence of SLE disease and its immunologic changes seems to impact negatively the kidneys, 
no matter the disease that is associated. Thus, we noticed the presence of renal disease in a percentage of 50% 
for the patients that associated SLE to SSc, 25% for the ones with SLE and MTCD and 27% for SLE-RA. 
Conclusions. Although the frequency of renal disease is lower in case of OS, it is important to be recognized, 
appropriately monitored and integrated in therapeutic decision, especially that some associations are more prone 
to develop kidney involvement. 
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INTRODUCTION
Overlap syndrome (OS) is a clinical condition 

that fulfils the criteria of at least two conjunctive tis-
sue diseases (CTD) occurring at the same time or at 
different moments for the same patient [1]. OS may 
associate any of the following: systemic scleroderma 
(SSc), dermatomyositis or polymyositis (DM/PM), 
Sjögren’s syndrome (SS), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 
and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) in any 
manner, with certain possibilities being more com-
mon. The complex clinical picture often makes the 
diagnosis difficult. The pathogenesis of each of these 
conditions has a major impact on the overlap syn-
drome’s clinical development, diagnosis and treat-
ment [2]. The symptoms depend on the organ in-
volvement and disease duration. Clinical manifestations 

in overlap connective tissue diseases such as skin, 
digestive, hematological, pulmonary or renal dis-
ease, associated or not to several immunological 
changes, may be more or less expressed. 

In CTD, renal involvement may imply major 
consequences and unfavorable prognosis, which re-
quires aggressive and immediate treatment. Renal 
impairment may be related to both disease evolution 
and therapeutic approach. It may be asymptomatic 
or can be expressed as life-threatening renal failure.

AIM
The aim of the study was to evaluate the frequen-

cy of renal involvement in a group of patients with 
overlap syndrome, compared to single CTD, and its 
possible inter-relation with immunologic changes.
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METHODS
We performed an observational retrospective 

study that included 122 patients diagnosed with 
CTD and OS, admitted into Rheumatology Clinic of 
the Emergency County Clinical Hospital Craiova, 
between 2011 and 2018. The data included demo-
graphic information, disease duration, disease signs 
and symptoms, joint involvement, systemic mani-
festations, laboratory and imaging findings. All pa-
tients have fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for SLE, 
RA, SSc, SS and the Bohan and Peter’s criteria for 
DM/PM.

The study was performed in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the University of Medicine and Phar-
macy of Craiova. All patients provided their written 
informed consent, after receiving a standard form 
which mentioned that the results would be used for 
research purposes.

RESULTS
The mean age was similar for the two groups, ap-

proximately 51 years (51.41±10.88 yo for OS group 
and 50.78 ±12.65 yo for the other). The female gender 
is exclusively present (100%) in our OS patients and 
has a percentage of 85% in the group without OS. The 
disease duration under 10 years is similar for both 
groups, OS and CTD patients (9.14% vs. 10.17%).

Demographic characteristics of the study group 
are presented in table 1. 

TABLE 1. Demographic characteristics of the study 
group

OS Without OS

Age
Mean (SD)
Min
Max
<55 years (N,%)
>55 years (N,%)

51.41 (10.88)
28
80

36, 56%
28, 44%

50.78 (12.65)
27
76

36, 61%
23, 39%

Sex
Women (N,%)
Men (N,%)

64, 100%
0, 0%

50, 85%
9, 15%

Disease duration
(years; N,%)
< 2 
2-5
5-10
>10

9, 14%
24, 38%
22, 34%
9, 14%

22, 37%
15, 25%
12, 20%
10, 17%

Of the 59 patients with single CTD, 20 patients 
were with SLE, 11 were diagnosed with DM/PM, 21 
with SSc and 7 patients with SS. 

Out of the 63 patients with OS, 37 patients asso-
ciated RA with another CTD (58.73%), 19 patients 
SLE associated with another CTD (36.16%), 1 pa-
tients SSc-DM and 1SSc-SS; the association of 3 or 
4 CTD was reckoned for 5 patients.

Renal involvement was evaluated by the pres-
ence of proteinuria and the value for serum urea and 
creatinine. The percentage calculated for proteinuria 
in our two study groups are described in table 2.

TABLE 2. Frequency of renal involvement (proteinuria)
With renal 

involvement
(proteinuria)

N (%)

Without renal 
involvement
(proteinuria)

N (%)

Total Chi-
Square 

Test

OS 5 (8%) 59 (92%) 64

 p=0.044 
Without 
OS

12 (20%) 47 (80%) 59

Total 17 106 123

As can be observed, the proteinuria is present for 
8% of the patients with OS and for 20% of the ones 
without OS, p=0.044 (table 2, figure 1). 

FIGURE 1. Frequency of renal involvement (proteinuria)

Analyzing the type of OS and the relationship 
with renal involvement, depending on the CTD as-
sociation, we found proteinuria in 27.27% of the pa-
tients with SLE and RA, compared to a higher per-
centage of 55% calculated for patients only with 
SLE (figure 2).

FIGURE 2. The presence of renal involvement in 
RA-SLE/SLE patients
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The presence of rheumatoid factor (RF) seems to 
decrease in some measure the renal involvement, 
both in OS and in different single CTD. Thus, FR 
presence within SLE-RA overlap syndrome, im-
printed a decrease of kidney disease to 9% (figure 3).

TABLE 3. RF association with the presence of proteinuria 
in patients with OS

Renal 
involvement 
(proteinuria)

N (%)

Renal 
involvement – 
RF positive, N

Total 
patients

SLE-RA 3 (27%) 1 (9%) 11
SLE-BMTC 1 (25%) 1(25%) 4
SLE-SSc 
(limited form)

1 (50%) 0 2

Total (OS) 5 (7.8%) 2 (3.12%) 64

SLE 11 (55%) 0 20
DM/PM 1 (9%) 1(9%) 11
Total (CTD) 12 (20.33%) 4 (6.77%) 59

The presence of SLE disease and its immunolog-
ic changes seems to impact negatively the kidneys, 
no matter the disease that is associated. Thus, we no-
ticed the presence of renal disease in a percentage of 
50% for the patients that associated SLE to SSc, 
25% for the ones with SLE and MTCD and 27% for 
SLE-RA. 

FIGURE 3. Distribution of renal involvement and its 
association with RF

DISCUSSIONS
CTD, characterized by multisystemic involve-

ment and immune dysregulation, can frequently as-
sociate renal involvement, with major consequences 
and unfavorable prognosis that usually imposes an 
aggressive treatment. The literature describes its 

presence in SLE in percentages ranging from 20 to 
55%, in SLE, RA, DM/PM or MCTD, being higher 
in SSc (60-80%), and lower for SS patients (5-71%) 
[3-6]. Several scientific reports concluded that, com-
pared to pure disease, in OS, the renal impairment 
has a lower frequency, conclusions consistent with 
our research. Thus, our results describe a higher per-
centage of renal involvement in patients with only 
SLE, compared to OS that includes SLE, either with 
RA, SSc or MCTD. In a similar manner, Manoussa-
kis et al. published an analysis of a 26 patients group 
with SLE-SS association, with only 11.5% that had 
kidney disease compared to 55% of the patients with 
SLE only [4]. Also, Hai Feng Pan et al. reported a 
percentage of 48% for SLE-SS patients and 66.7% 
for SLE ones [7].

In the same manner, the RA-SLE association, en-
tity called rhupus, displays a lower renal disease 
compared to SLE patients, observation made by Jing 
Li et al., analyzing 56 patients with rhupus versus 
160 SLE subjects [8].

SSc association with any of PM/DM, SLE or RA, 
determines a delay for the onset of renal scleroderma 
crisis; in the study of Foocharoen C et al., that in-
cluded 68 patients with the SSc associated with dif-
ferent diseases (PM, SLE and RA), the prevalence of 
renal scleroderma crisis was similar in the SSc-PM 
lot, compared to pure SSc group (2.1%), the other 
associations showing no renal impairment [9]. Oth-
erwise, patients with only PM or DM seems to be 
protected against renal impairment, in comparison to 
OS that associates DM/PM and any MTCD, such as 
SSc, SLE, RA or SS, (3.7% and 1.9% respectively 
vs. 13.4%) [10].

CONCLUSIONS
Renal involvement is common in patients with 

different CTD and OS and its early diagnosis is es-
sential in order to prevent further complications 
which can alter the prognosis and have an unfavor-
able input on patient’s quality of life. Although the 
frequency of renal disease is lower in case of OS, it 
is important to be recognized, appropriately moni-
tored and integrated in therapeutic decision, espe-
cially that some associations are more prone to de-
velop kidney involvement.
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